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Chairman’s Communique
    Dear Students

    Greetings to all! I trust this message finds you in good health and high spirits as we  
    embrace the autumn season. As a chairman, it is my pleasure to share with you the  
    highlights and updates from our vibrant branch in the month of October.

1. Successful Events and Engagements:
I am delighted to report that our branch hosted several successful programs in October. From informative workshops to 
engaging networking sessions, your active participation has made these gatherings both enriching and enjoyable. Your 
commitment to professional development is truly commendable. Programs for the month of October are as follows:

a. Two Days Knowledge Workshop: The knowledge workshop was organized jointly with the Continuing Programme 
Committee of ICAI and supported by Bhayander CPE Study Circle at Rambhau Malghi, Keshav Shristri and the 
program was attended by more than 50 members and it was really very much knowledgeable program in the nature 
near to Mira Bhayander.

b. Seminar on Mock Search and GSTR 9 & 9C: On 21st October Branch had organized Mock search program jointly 
with Vasai Virar CPE Study Circle as Vasai and it was attended by approx. 70 members and I would like to thank CA 
Manish Gadia Past Chairman WIRC for taking the session and we also thanks to his team for mock search it was 
very much knowledgeable with the dos and don’ts during the search at client place.

c. Rangratri Celebration: We have organized Garba night for the members, students and their families at Maxus Mall 
ground to make the members and students participate in other activities.

2. Member Spotlight - Celebrating Your Achievements:
In the spirit of recognizing the exceptional accomplishments of our members, we shine a spotlight on individuals who 
have achieved significant milestones. If you or a fellow member has a success story to share – whether it be a profession-
al accomplishment, a certification, or a noteworthy project – please reach out. Your achievements inspire us all and 
contribute to the richness of our professional community.

3. Upcoming Opportunities:
Looking ahead, we have an exciting line-up of events and opportunities planned for November. Keep an eye on your 
inbox for announcements regarding workshops, webinars, and other activities designed to enhance your skills and foster 
meaningful connections. Kindly refer to the upcoming section for details.

I want to express my sincere gratitude to each one of you for your continued support and enthusiasm. Our branch thrives 
because of the collective efforts of its members, and I am grateful to lead such a dynamic and engaged branch.

As we move into November, let's continue to build on the momentum of October. Your involvement, feedback, and 
suggestions are always welcome. Feel free to reach out with any ideas or concerns you may have.

Wishing you a wonderful month ahead!
Thanks & Regards
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Message Chairman - WICASA
From Chairman’s Desk

Dear Students,
I hope this message finds you well and full of enthusiasm for the exciting events that lie ahead. It gives me 
immense pleasure to share the successes of our recent endeavours and provide you with a glimpse of what's 
in store for the near future.
We kicked off the month with the CA ₹un, an event that exemplified our commitment to a healthy lifestyle 
and unity within our community. Your participation was truly inspiring.

Also, our students showcased their exceptional oratory skills during Teacher's Day Elocution Competition 
organised on September 5th, 2023 paying homage to our educators. It was a remarkable event that demon-
strated the value of learning and the power of effective communication.

In today's competitive world, guidance on career choices is essential. With the same objective, we organised 
Program on Career Counselling at various schools to guide them for their future.

We also welcomed  Chartered Bappa for the first time celebrating Ganesh Mahotsav by devotion and 
camaraderie. May Lord Ganesha's blessings be with our students forever.

I wish our students appearing for CA Inter and CA Final exams Lots of luck, Give it your best and let the 
God do the rest. To help you prepare effectively for your exams we also conducted Mock Test. I trust that it 
was a valuable resource in your exam preparations.

As we move into October, I am thrilled to announce a series of upcoming events that will continue to enrich 
your journey like Rangratri 2.0, Blood Donation Drive and to help out our students we have organised 
Mock Test and Revision Series. Test Series 2 (Inter & Final) on October 3rd, 2023: Sharpen your skills and 
evaluate your knowledge to excel in your exams.

I encourage each one of you to actively participate in these upcoming events and take advantage of the 
opportunities they offer. Your involvement and dedication are what make our student community thrive.

I look forward to witnessing our continued growth and success.

Warm regards,
Aba Parab
Chairman, Vasai Branch of WICASA
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Article
Name: Arun Goel
Registration number: NRO0468782
Contact number: 9015740653

The Worst to best ways to invest in Gold
In this world, there are primarily two types of people. One group consists of those who use the stability approach to settle, and the 
remaining group uses the expansion plan to achieve their goals rather than settle. Well, a large portion of the Indian people prefers to 
invest their money in FDs and gold.

Speaking of gold, Indian culture gives it a distinct preference. To get back on track, what are the worst and greatest strategies to 
invest in gold?

Physical Gold- Physical gold is always associated with making payments for the stones & making charges. However, for some 
reason now, if you want to sell it, the jeweller will only give you a price for the gold component and not for the stones or the design 
it contains. As a result, the trade is largely a loss, and one disadvantage is the low rate of returns.
So, what are the greatest ways to invest in gold?

Gold ETFs & Gold Funds- An exchange traded fund (ETF) that invests in physical gold units is known as a gold ETF. All one needs 
to have a Demat Account to trade in gold. Just 2.5%–3% in brokerage fees must be paid by the person. Therefore, the expense ratio 
is far lower than an investment in physical gold. In essence, it means owning actual gold units in a paper form or a dematerialized 
form. Gold Funds are essentially the category of mutual funds that invests in gold, either directly or indirectly. It may invest in gold 
mining firms or in physical gold units. Based on liquidity, both Gold ETFs and Gold funds are appropriate for short- to long-term 
investments. You may easily exchange your gold for money here.

Sovereign Gold Bonds (SGBs)- The RBI will issue SGBs on behalf of the federal government. The bond will have a minimum term 
of five years and a maximum term of eight years. Depending on the nominal value of the gold, the investors will get a 2.5% interest 
payment yearly or semi-annually. Before a fresh issue, RBI will issue a press release announcing the bond's issue price. An investor 
may purchase SGB from any investment participant or with the assistance of their bank. If the investor sells the SGBs before the 
maturity period, a long-term capital tax is due; however, if the investor maintains the SGBs until maturity, there is no capital gain 
tax due.

Digital Gold- Digital Gold is an internet means of purchasing gold with a one-rupee minimum purchase and sale value. You can buy 
it with Paytm Money, Phone Pe, Google Pay, or from other E-wallets. Investors have the option to get 99.5% pure gold at their front 
door in physical form. At the time of buying and selling, an investor must pay GST @ 3% on the taxable value of gold.
Last but not least, for novice investors, a gold investment is a safer decision that offers consistent returns at little risk. I hope the 
discussion above was informative and useful.
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Article
Name: Komal Kulbhushan Satpute
Registration number: WRO0632410
Contact number: 7499465994

“ Life Doesn’t Stop ”
People who wonder whether the glass is half empty or full miss the point, the glass is refillable . “ it’s okay. You just forgot who you 
are for a moment. Welcome back.’’ We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then is not an act but a habit. 

Habits can’t be underestimated. If we do something frequently, it becomes part of us. If we have a great habit, that’s amazing. It’s 
likely to lead us to great results. But some habits can hold us back and prevent us from reaching our full potential. You are the one 
to make your choices and so the consequences fall upon you. I think ; As an adult, taking responsibility is the ultimate way of 
finding freedom and being unstoppable. Many Peoples blame others for their problems. To be fair, others can contribute to our 
problems. But sadly, only you can fix them. Only we can take responsibility. When this does happen, it usually leads to tragic 
consequences. Other people won’t make the best decision even if they have the best intentions. You can’t be free without being 
responsible. Be happy for this moment is your life. 

your life goals get’s better when you get better, “ THINGS CHANGE,  PEOPLES LEAVE, MIRACLES HAPPEN, FAILURE 
TURNS INTO SUCESS & LIFE DOESN’T STOP FOR ANYTHING ” you don’t always need a plan. Sometimes you just need to 
breathe trust, let go, and see what happens. Your calm mind is the ultimate weapon against your challenges. So relax. A change may 
be just around corner. it is better to conquer yourself than to win a thousand battle.  

It’s a world where everyone is just likely to go against you. But we know that believing this and choosing to adopt the same mindset 
is not as good as it seems. Instead, it appears that kindness has the most benefits. That’s  an idea that comes from research, Many 
studies have shown that being kind is better for our health. Kinder people often live longer, have better physical and mental health, 
and also a stronger community than cynics.  

There are two main positive effects of kindness. First, it helps you strengthen connections with other people. You feel part of 
community, even if you are around strangers. Kindness can also create positive environment and ripple through to other people, 
inspiring them to do better. 

Being kind to those around you can serve as a very powerful strategy for feeling in control of your life. 
Life was meant to be lived like this instead of crying over what you don’t have, use what you have properly. There are only two 
options either “Do What You Love” or “Love What You Do” Your laughter is an invitation to share in the joy you exude, it reminds 
that  embracing happiness is a choice we can make everyday. 

Life isn’t Stop for anything, Life runs long and long, & you need to joy it.  Happiness isn’t goal, its by- product of life well lived.  
Intelligent without ambition is a bird without wings, Accepting responsibility for your own issues and problem is scary. But it will 
set you free to live a fulfilling life and explore all opportunities in front of you. Take the step. You will be surprised by how if 
transforms you. There is no path to happiness, happiness is the path. And what if your wounds turn  into wisdom. follow this RRR 
i.e. Relax. Restart. Reset. 
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Article
Name : Sukhshant Chhabra
Registration No: NRO0467550
Phone number: 9888716017

Social Media Influencers: Direct Tax Implications
Greetings of the day – Dear Readers!!
I have a Question for you all when we use to be Nannhe-Munhe Kids & Someone use to ask us “beta bade hoke kya karoge?”
So, I’m sure most of us use to answer Dr., Engineer, IAS Officer, someone daring like us would have answered Chartered Accoun-
tant.
But if we ask young generation of today, they would answer YouTuber, Instagramer, Social Media Influencer. Many of them have 
even started there YouTube channels.
What aspire them to become Social media Influencer?  
Is the Name – Fame & Money That Comes along with. But what hasn’t been talked much is “Direct Tax Implication- on Social 
Media Influencers”.
So, today we will learn about the Taxability of the Income of Social Media Influencers.
So, let’s start with:
Who exactly is a Social Media Influencer?
A Social Media Influencer is a one who has:
• Built reputation and Established Creditability for his/her knowledge and expertise on a Specific Topic.
• Large Followings of enthusiastic & engaged people who pay close attention to their views.
• Power to affect purchasing decisions of other.
Gone are those days when Brands use to Prefer T.V Advertisements as the best tool of marketing, now Brands love Social Media 
Influencers because they can create #Trends and encourage their #followers to buy products that they Promote.
So now a days these Social Media Influencers have a New Follower & i.e. none another than Our Income Tax Department.

Income-tax department 'following' influencers, notices to 15 – The Economics Times
Income tax department cracks down on tax-evading social media influencers – The Mint
These headlines are Ruling in the Market.
  
So, let me tell you the recent Jugalbandi between I.T Department & Social Media Influencers in some Lite Words:
“Teri roj-roj bahar Free Mai Ghoomne ki yea Namkeen Mastiya,
Teri yea tax Churane Ki Beparwah Gustakhiya, Nahi Bhulunga Mai…
Jab tak hai Jaan – Jab tak hai Jaan”.
Before coming to Direct Tax Implication let’s understand:
How do social media influencers earn?
In exchange for their endorsement, the company or the advertiser provides the influencers with compensation. 
Compensation can take the form of:
• Free products;
• Other perks;
• Per-post fees;
• Receive a percentage of sales; i.e., Commission
• Or even get monthly Professional Fees;
• Influencers may make money off these partnerships. 

How Income of Social Media Influencers should be Taxed?
I hope you might be thinking that income Social Media Influencer should be taxed as an Income of an Individual. Social Media 
Influencers earns from a Social Media Page or Social Media Channel, To know the taxability of Income of Social Media Influencer 
we first need to drive the Ownership of the Social Media Page or Channel.
A Social Media Page or Channels are owned by:
• A Company: Unacademy & Physics Wallah are the Edutech companies those owned YouTube Channels, every CA student would 
have definitely attended their Marathon Lectures during their exams.
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• A Partnership Firm or LLLP: Nowadays many Chartered Accountancy Firms have made their YouTube Channels and LinkedIn Pages to share their 
knowledge at a larger Platform and with more no. of People. 
• An HUF: Many V- Loggers like Flying Beast are running their Social Media Channels under the Ownership of their HUF where whole family is acting 
in the V-Logs. Isn’t it shocking?? 
• An Individual: Many Individuals like Carry Minati, Trigger Insaan, Dhruv Rathi and many others have their Social Media Pages and they all have 
earned that much that calling them as “Billionaires or Banked Up” will be not be an Irony. 
Ownership of a Social Media Channel may be owned by any Trust or any Society etc.
Let’s talk about Nature of the income of social media influencers
The one aspect is that it attracts Entrepreneurial Minds to Create Content & that there are no age constraints and everything you make will be owned by 
you. It doesn’t require tons of investment.
Social Media Influencer’s income is considered as Business Income. Being a Service Sector Business, the assesses can opt for normal provisions under 
the Income Tax Act,1961. 
If the gross total income exceeds Rs. 1 crore, then section 44AB i.e., tax audit will be applicable to the YouTube Channel. Additionally, Tax Deducted at 
Source (TDS) provisions will also be applicable on a Social Media Influencer if his turnover exceeds Rs. 1 Crore provided he is an Individual or HUF.
Social Media Influencers if they are Proprietor, HUF or Partnership Firm may opt for Presumptive Taxation Scheme under Section 44AD of Income Tax 
Act, 1961 (Except Income is Commission Income) 
Once it’s clear that income of Social Media Influencer is Business Income and they might have incurred certain expenses to earn income, so don’t forget 
to claim the below expenses:
• General Expenses: Expenses directly related to earning your income are fully deductible. For Eg. Clothes, Make-Up, internet bill, costs incurred for 
computer or camera maintenance and any other cost for creating and uploading the videos salary of your camera man.
•  Other Expenses: Costs to promote and market your video expenses.
• Depreciation: Please remember that the expenditure of assets cannot be deducted completely deducted against your income. For instance, you can only 
claim depreciation as per specified rates under Income Tax Act, 1961.
 TDS u/s 194 R
Now let’s talk about various freebies being offered to these social media influencers.
We all know the basic principle of “Expense of one is income of another” but turn out this wasn’t true in case of social media influencers. While 
businesses where claiming deductions for expenses incurred as perks, gifts, incentive or any other benefit but the recipient of these perks i.e. The social 
media influencers never disclosed them as part of their taxable income as these benefits were received in kind and not cash.
Now to fill this crack in the wall, Government introduced Section 194 R in Finance Act, 2022. This section is applicable when any business, company or 
professional gives any perks, gift, incentive or any other benefit (monetary or non-monetary) in cash, kind, or partially in cash and kind to a person 
exceeding Rs.20,000 during the financial year then TDS @ 10% to be deducted on the value of gift or perks.
As a result of which all the benefits or perks received by these social media influencers will be reflected in their Form 26AS as well as data of benefits 
received by Social Media Influencers is with Income Tax department and hence, they are bound to disclose these in the computation of their taxable 
income.

Non- Applicability of TDS u/s 194 R
This section does not apply to employees who receive benefits from their employers. 
• Section 192 will apply to them. 
• When the recipient is a non-resident, the tax will be deducted under Section 195.
• When there is no business relationship, this section will not apply.

Clarification by CBDT- Vide Circular No. 12/2022 dated June 16, 2022.
Although Clarifications were issued for the 10 Question in this circular but I will be discussing only 2 Questions: 

Question 4: Whether sales discount, cash discount and rebates are benefit or perquisite?
Answer: Logically these are also benefits though related to sales/purchase. Since TDS under section 194R of the Act is applicable on all forms of 
benefit/perquisite, tax is required to be deducted. However, it is seen that subjecting these to tax deduction would put seller to difficulty. To remove such 
difficulty, it is clarified that no tax is required to be deducted under section 194R of the Act on sales discount, cash discount and rebates allowed to 
customers.

Question 6: Many a times, a social media influencer is given a product of a manufacturing company so that he can use that product and make audio/video 
to speak about that product in social media. Is this product given to such influencer a benefit or perquisite?
Answer: Whether this is benefit or perquisite will depend upon the facts of the case. [n case of benefit or perquisite being a product like car, mobile, outfit, 
cosmetics etc. and if the product is returned to the manufacturing company after using for the purpose of rendering service, then it will not be treated as a 
benefit/perquisite for the purposes of section 194R of the Act. However, if the product is retained then it will be in the nature of benefit/perquisite and tax 
is required to be deducted accordingly under section 194R of the Act.
Global Reach – Global Taxes
Now the Influence of these digital content creators isn’t restricted just to India, it’s global!
In fact, you all might be following few creators yourself who are endorsing foreign products and brands in India but the question over here is whether the 
income from such endorsements should be taxable in India or not?
Well, a straight to answer to that is if any influencer is earning if any influencer is earning income from foreign source such income should be taxed in 
India if an Influencer is being a resident in India.
It’s crystal clear that Social Media Influencers are no longer outside the radar of Income Tax Department. So, if next time any of you dream to become a 
Digital Content Creator don’t just obsess yourselves with number of likes and shares but also the direct tax implications on your income.
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Article
Name: Dhwanil Jatin Jhaveri
Registration number: WRO0315627
Contact number: 9821998238

“Digital Transformation Revolutionizing the Financial Sector in India"

Introduction-
India, known for its rich history and diverse culture, is also at the forefront of a digital revolution, transforming the way financial 
services are delivered and experienced. Digital transformation is changing the landscape of the financial sector in India, creating 
opportunities, streamlining processes, and improving access for millions of Indians. In this article, we'll explore the impact and key 
trends of digital transformation in India's financial sector

Digital India: A Vision Realized
The Digital India initiative, launched by the government, has played a pivotal role in the digital transformation of the financial 
sector. The goal is to provide every Indian citizen with access to digital services, and the financial sector is a significant part of this 
vision. Through initiatives like the Aadhaar system, India's digital identity program, and the Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana, 
which aims to provide financial inclusion to all, digital banking and services have become more accessible to the masses

The Rise of Digital Payments
One of the most noticeable changes in India's financial landscape is the proliferation of digital payments. Mobile wallets like Paytm, 
PhonePe, and Google Pay have made it incredibly easy for people to pay bills, transfer money, and even shop online. The Unified 
Payments Interface (UPI) has played a central role in enabling secure, real-time bank-to-bank transactions through mobile apps
Example: UPI

Imagine you're at a local market in India, buying fresh vegetables. Instead of paying with cash, you can simply scan a QR code at 
the vendor's stall and transfer money instantly from your bank account to theirs using a UPI-enabled app on your smartphone. It's 
quick, convenient, and secure

 Fintech Revolution: Breaking Boundaries
India's fintech sector has exploded with startups offering a range of financial services, from lending and insurance to investment and 
personal finance management. Fintech companies are leveraging technology to serve consumers and businesses in innovative ways, 
often challenging traditional banks and financial institutions
Example: PolicyBazaar

Consider PolicyBazaar, which allows you to compare and buy insurance policies online. Instead of going through the lengthy 
process of meeting with an insurance agent, you can easily find the best insurance deals from various providers with just a few 
clicks

Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning: Personalized Finance
The use of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning is growing in India's financial sector. Chatbots and AI-powered apps 
help customers with their queries and provide personalized financial recommendations. These technologies are also used for risk 
assessment, fraud detection, and improving customer service

Blockchain and Cryptocurrencies: Beyond Banking
India is exploring the potential of blockchain technology and digital currencies. Blockchain can be used in areas like supply chain 
management and land records. While the regulatory environment around cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin is still evolving, there's 
growing interest and discussion about their potential applications

Conclusion: A Bright Digital Future for India
The digital transformation of the financial sector in India is creating a more inclusive and efficient financial ecosystem. With digital 
payments, fintech innovations, AI-driven services, and the exploration of blockchain and cryptocurrencies, India's financial sector is 
evolving at an exciting pace. This transformation is not just about technology; it's about improving financial access, increasing 
convenience, and empowering individuals and businesses across the country. India's financial future is indeed a digital one, and the 
possibilities are boundless
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Poem
Name: Swati Singh
Registration number: ERO0161786
Contact number: 8668804997

MANZIL

hai sapna mera kr jaun kuch
chhu lun ur kar aasman ko
e dabi kashish uath or zara
kar lun mutthi me is jahan ko
kuch kahe unkahe sapne hain
ab jivan ka aadhar mera
na rukungi na thakungi ab
na kam hoga raftar mera
chalna chalna chalte rahna
yahii to zindagani hai
har safalta k piche ki
bs yahii to ek kahani hai
hai preshaniyan raston me
rukawten b bahoot sarii
par ye sab mil kar b
na honge ab mujhpe bhari
sankalp ab mera mujhse hai
hai liya maine dridh nischay  hai
ki chir kar in badhaon ko
apnii manzil ko paungi
or itihas me apna nam
sunhare akshron se likhwaungi.
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Poem
Name : Tilak Jha
Reg No. : CRO0724670
Phone - 7250371385

My Mother - An Epitome

She is the one
From whom everything begins, And everything ends

She is the one
In front of whom all our mistake and fault, Easily mends.

She is the one
Who doesn't need any reason to care and, Do whatever she can do for us

She is the one
For whom no one has ever done much but Who always, for the others, does

She is the one
Who can become happy just by a glimpse of our face, Even if everything is wrong with her

She is the one
Whose vision can identify pain through our mask, Even if her vision is usually blur.

She is the one
In shadow of whom, pains and difficulties, Lose their shape

She is the one
Who doesn't need to be called, butis a Superhero without a cape.

She is the one
Without whom, the structure of brick and mud, Can never become a home

She is the one
Who is never worshipped, never venerated But, in reality is "An Epitome"
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Poem
Name: Pragati R. Sawant
Registration number: WRO0829742
Contact number: 9112772304

The Anthem of Diligence

In the quiet realm where dreams take flight, Where darkness fades and turns to light,
There lies a force both bold and true, A spirit relentless, that force is you. 

In the crucible of effort and sweat, Where challenges rise, and goals are set,
It's not the swift, it's not the strong, But those who labour, who truly belong.

With hands that toil and hearts that yearn, In the face of trials, they don’t adjourn,
They carve their fate from blocks of stone, With sheer persistence, they’ve grown and known.

The morning sun may not yet gleam, Upon the dreams, they ardently deem,
Yet in each step, a story’s spun, Of battles fought and races run.

For it’s not just luck or stars aligned, But the grind of wills, both heart and mind,
That shapes the world, both near and far, And writes the tales of every star.

The sweat that glistens on your brow, Is not just sweat, it's a solemn vow,
To rise above, to break the chains, To conquer all, the losses, the pains.

So fear not toil, embrace its song, In the realm of effort, you belong,
For in hard work, the world you mold, A tapestry of stories, beautifully bold.

In every challenge, see the art, The masterpiece of a willing heart,
For in the struggle, you will find, The strength that’s of the rarest kind.

Embrace the call, both loud and clear, Of dreams that whisper in your ear,
For hard work is the poet's pen, That writes your tale, again, again.
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Painting
Name : DARPAN MAHESH KESHRI
Registration number:WRO0736881
Contact details: 8928344176/8657238859
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Mock Test Series 2- CA Inter and CA Final Students

"Preparation in full swing for the upcoming challenges! 
#MockTestSeries #October2023"

Great choice! Your caption conveys determination and 
readiness for the challenges ahead. It's perfect for a photo 

of a mock test series in October 2023. Best of luck with your 
preparations! 

"Sharpening our skills one test at a time! #MockTestMastery #October2023"
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Webinar on Paper Presentation  on 29 Oct 2023

"Refining our presentation skills, one slide at a time.

Unlocking the art of effective Paper Presentation in the 
digital era. Webinar on 29 Oct 2023

"Join us as we delve into the world of captivating paper 
presentations!
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Mega Blood Donation Drive  on 1st Oct 2023

Spreading love, one drop at a time.

Uniting for a noble cause, giving the gift of life.
Saving lives, one donation at a time

Joining hands to save lives one drop at 
a time.
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Webinar 
"Chanakya Niti 2.0"  on 17 Oct 2023

Nurturing wisdom and strategy - Chanakya Niti 2.0.

Unlocking timeless wisdom with Chanakya Niti 2.0.
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Rangratri Celebration & Garba

Vibrant Moments at the Rangratri Celebration & Garba 
on October 29, 2023, with this incredible lineup: From Left 

to Right - Ms. Naiya Doshi, Ms. Rupali Karnani, Mr. 
Piyush Jalan, CA. Sourabh Agrawal, CA Aba Parab, CA 
Hrudyesh Pankhania, CA Amit Agarwal, CA Shrikrishna 

Purohit, Mr. Rahil Jain & Mr. Yagnesh Shah.

Devotion and Celebration: Aarti of Maa Adi Shakti at the 
Rangratri and Garba Function, a spiritual highlight of the 

evening.

Little Artists, Big Dreams: Capturing the enchanting 
moments as children showcase their creativity at the 
Rangratri Function, Vasai branch of WIRC of ICAI, 

October 29, 2023. A kaleidoscope of colors and smiles!

Radiant Rangratri Moments at WIRC of ICAI, Vasai 
branch. October 29, 2023.
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Upcoming Events

“Mock Test Series 1 - Foundation”
 At Vasai Branch of WIRC 7th Floor Maxus Mall Bhayandar West 401101

2nd & 3rd Dec-23
“Mega Student Conference”
 At Lata Mangeshkar Ground, 588, Mahajan Wadi, Mira Road East,
  Mira Bhayandar, Maharashtra 400068
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Notification for Online Eligibility Test (ET) for Post Qualification 
Course on Information Systems Audit on Saturday the 

18th November 2023 (10:00 AM to 12:30 PM) - (12-10-2023)

https://www.icai.org/category/notifications 

Notification

The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India,
Vasai Branch of WIRC
Address: Maxus Mall, B Wing, 7th Floor, Above Maxus Banquet Hall, Temba Road, Bhayandar (West) Thane-401 101.
Contact: 9029868900/ 8655068901/ 8976068902 | Email: vasaibranch@gmail.com | Website: www.vasai-icai.org

CONNECT US

Email ID 
Vasaibranch@gmail.com 

Website 
www.vasai.icai.org

Instagram Page
https://instagram.com/wicasa_vasai?igshid=YmMyMTA2M2Y=

LinkedIn 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/wicasa-vasai-749454271


